March 2021
BY ZOOM
TO REGISTER go to www.tucsonastrologersguild.net/2021-events
Use the PayPal button to pay the fee (called donation for flexibility)
PAY FOR ONE: Members $10 Non-members $15
PAY FOR TWO: Members $20 Non-members $30
Please add a note to your PayPal payment to explain which event you are paying for. Gael will send
you the link to the Zoom. Contact us if you wish to make arrangements to pay by check or credit card
info@tucsonastrologersguild.net Info: 520.216.0217

FRIDAY, March 12, 7:30 pm AZ/MT CAYELIN CASTELL & TAMI BRUNK
The Current Venus Cycle is the Cosmic Medicine of a New Destiny!
Our current 19-month Venus cycle from June 2020 to January 2022 features the Rainbow Goddess
(including Iris & Ixchel) and Mistress of Playful Magic inspiring us to tell New Stories aligned with our
Cosmic Destiny journeying into this New Galactic Cycle. Ancient cultures ceremonially enacted the
entire Venus Cycle via the Mythic journey of Inanna realizing the power of collective intent.
Unraveling the Old Story of Competition, Not Enough, Survival and Separation telling a New/Ancient
Story of More than Enough, Thriving, accomplishing so much more together - helps us rebirth
ourselves in greater harmony with the rest of creation. This includes a new Divine Destiny initiated 56
years ago that won’t happen again for 243 years. We will explore how to make the most of this Once in
a Lifetime Cycle!
Cayelin Castell, co-founder of the Shamanic Astrology Mystery School (SAMS) and Tami Brunk, past
president of SAMS, founded Venus Alchemy in 2014, guiding ceremonial journeys through the Venus
Cycle and exploring our unique Venus Signature going far beyond the Venus sign including the Venus
Star Phase, the Meta-Goddess Cycle, and influence of the Sun, Moon, Ascendant and Outer Planets.
Website: https://venusalchemy.com
plus Gemini Evening Star Cycle: https://venusalchemy.com/gemini-evening-star-sales-page-2021/

SATURDAY, March 13, 1:00 pm AZ/MT – GEMINI BRETT
Joy and Saros * Celebrating the Cycles of Shadow
Join StarryTeller Gemini Brett for a journey into the shadow of syzygy. Deepen your understanding of
lunar nodes and bendings, perigees, apogees, and Black Moon Lilith. Learn how to use
Eclipse Saros Cycles and Metonic Strings as productive predictive tools and tune into the sacred
journey of soul through inspiring examples of prenatal eclipse activations, nodal transits, and nodal
return windows. Gemini Brett will look at charts of several attendees to use as examples. Send your
data to Gael a week prior to event if you want your chart to be used.
BIO: Gemini Brett’s terrestrial translations of the celestial conversation, expressed through the ancient arts of
sacred geometry, musical harmony, embodied astronomy, and number magic, activate seasoned sages as much
as they initiate students new to the cosmic curriculum. He is a world-renowned astrologer, shamanic
StarryTeller, and inspiring educator best known for his devotion to reconnecting astrologers with the sacred
astronomy of the living sky. Brett's passion, dedication, and innovation were recently honored by the

Organization for Professional Astrology who presented him with the 2020 Orion Award for Outstanding
Contribution to Astrology. Find out more about Arts of the Chart GeminiBrett.com

